Immediate Posting and Distribution
ITS Institute Student Travel Awards

The Intelligent Transportation Systems Institute at the Center for Transportation Studies will be offering a limited number of graduate student travel stipends, up to $1500, for travel to ITS-related conferences (ITS America World Congress, ITS Minnesota Annual Meeting, IEEE, etc.). Information about the application process is provided below.

Application Process:
- Students must complete the attached application form and return it by **Friday, September 23, 2011** to:
  
  Shawn Haag  
  Program Coordinator  
  200 Transportation and Safety Building  
  511 Washington Avenue SE  
  Minneapolis, MN 55455  
  haag0025@umn.edu  
  fax: 612-625-6381

- Note: Please do not submit requests for TRB travel under this solicitation. Applications to attend the TRB Annual Meeting should be submitted via the TRB student application process. This award is for travel to other ITS-related conferences.

- Winners will be selected based on ITS-related degrees and coursework, ITS research conducted, ITS-related papers presented and/or published, and presentations (if any) to be made at the conference.

- Consideration for funding will be given first to those qualified who have not received a travel award in academic year 2010-2011. Additional consideration will be given to those presenting papers at conferences.

- Decisions will be made and students notified no later than **Friday, September 30, 2011**.

Restrictions:
- Applicants must be a graduate student at the University of Minnesota working on ITS-related research.
- Award must be used for domestic travel only.
- Winners will be reimbursed, up to $1500, for incurred expenses per University of Minnesota travel policies ([http://travel.umn.edu/](http://travel.umn.edu/))
- Travel must be completed by March 31, 2012. The Institute will be offering additional travel awards in the spring for travel between April 1, 2012 and August 31, 2012.

**ITS INSTITUTE STUDENT FALL TRAVEL AWARD APPLICATION**

*Return applications no later than Friday, September 23, 2011 to:*
  
  Shawn Haag  
  200 Transportation and Safety Building  
  511 Washington Ave S.E.  
  Minneapolis, MN 55455  
  haag0025@umn.edu  
  fax: 612-625-6381*
PERSONAL INFORMATION:
NAME: ________________________________________________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________
DEGREE PURSUING (SPECIFY MASTERS OR PHD) ____________________________
ADVISOR: _____________________ EXPECTED GRADUATION DATE: __________
DESCRIPTION OF ITS-RELATED RESEARCH OR THESIS WORK, INCLUDING
PUBLICATIONS:

CONFERENCE INFORMATION:
NAME OF CONFERENCE YOU WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND: _______________________
LOCATION OF CONFERENCE: _______________________________________________
DATE OF CONFERENCE: ___________________________________________________
BENEFITS OF ATTENDING THIS CONFERENCE (ATTACH ADDITIONAL PAGES IF
NECESSARY):

PAPERS TO BE PRESENTED AT THIS CONFERENCE:

Return applications no later than Friday, September 23, 2011 to:
Shawn Haag
200 Transportation and Safety Building
511 Washington Ave S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455
haag0025@umn.edu
fax: 612-625-6381